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1. Failure to prepare surfaces correctly or
not priming is the most common cause
of adhesion failure of adhesives, levelling
compounds, waterproofing, dampproofing
and coatings.
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Uses

Substrates
Concrete
Cement Render
Building Boards

Primax
Packaging

Mixing

Application

Primax is a two-pack, water-resistant,
bonding primer with exceptional adhesion
to difficult to adhere to surfaces internally
and externally.

2. Dust on surfaces cannot be completely
removed by broom and vacuum.
3. Laitance (the weak powdery layer of
cement that appears on the surface of
concrete) is caused by smooth steel
trowelling and bleed water rising to
the surface during finishing. Will cause
subsequent coatings and adhesives to
fail if not removed.

Kembond is a one-pack resin primer
with exceptional bond to smooth or
glazed surfaces in dry, internal applications.
Super Prime is a water-based, acrylic primer
with solvent like penetration properties for
use on smooth/helicoptered/steel trowelled
concrete. Super Prime improves adhesion
and reduces air bubbles from rising through
levelling compounds. Improves bond of
ceramic tile adhesives on smooth concrete.

4. Priming improves adhesive strength by up
to 5-6 times compared to not priming.

Uses

Substrates
Concrete, Ceramic tiles

Kembond
Packaging

Primebond is an acrylic-based liquid used to
eliminate the possibility of adhesion failure on
dusty and porous surfaces. Use on concrete,
cement render and building boards.
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5. Broom/brush applications of primer
improve the adhesion from 80-100%
when compared with roller application.

Epecrete is a multipurpose, water-based,
three-pack, epoxy primer with excellent
adhesion to most correctly prepared building
surfaces such as brick, block, concrete
and masonry.
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Adhesion Performance of Primers
Uses

Building boards
Cement render
Compressed cement
sheet, Concrete,
Light-weight blocks
Smooth concrete
Existing glazed
ceramic tiles
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Adelaide (08) 8243 7888
Darwin (08) 8947 1811
Perth (08) 9356 9999
Auckland (09) 273 5444

Uses

Substrates
Concrete, Brick,
Block Cement render
Stone walls

Brisbane (07) 3271 2944
Melbourne (03) 9761 4711
Sydney (02) 9756 3533
Kuala Lumpur (603) 5122 2522

www.constructionchemicals.com.au
The information contained in this technical publication is based on our current knowledge and experience and is provided as a guide only.
In view of the many factors that may affect application it is the user’s sole responsibility to ensure suitability for a specific purpose.
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